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I. Sentence Completion: 40%
Select the best answer to complete the sentence. Then mark the letter (a), (b), (c), or (d) on your answer
sheet.
1. The marketing manager did discuss price cuts, but they ______ yet. (a) have not confirmed (b) have not
been confirming (c) have not been confirmed (d) have had to confirm
2. The more equipment activities require, ______. (a) which the activities become less accessible (b) and the
less accessible the activities become (c) the less accessible the activities become (d) the activities become
less accessible
3. Does anyone know where ______ the nearest gas station? (a) can find (b) can be found (c) can I find (d) I
can find
4. ______ in 1983, Jonathan’s first novel has earned him many awards. (a) Having published (b) To be
published (c) Having been publishing (d) Published
5. If Tony had taken the professor’s advice, he ______ the final exam this semester. (a) would have passed (b)
would pass (c) will pass (d) will have passed
6. I like the big desk ______. (a) which I can put all my books (b) where I can put all my books (c) which I
can put all my books on it (d) where I can put all my books on it
7. The main ______ for writing this article is that your name will be printed on the front of the magazine. (a)
ideology (b) incentive (c) itinerary (d) incense
8. Before David received his Ph.D. degree, he ______ part-time at several universities. (a) had been teaching
(b) has been teaching (c) had been a teacher (d) has been taught
9. The professor devotes a lot of her time to ______ the global economy. (a) study (b) studying (c) studies (d)
have studied
10. The next applicant is the one over there on the sofa ______ the application form. (a) filling in (b) fill in (c)
filling out (d) fill out
11. By teaming up, we finally solved the thorny problem that might _____ never have been solved by one
person alone. (a) solely (b) fully (c) further (d) otherwise
12. No society can surely be flourishing or happy, ______ the far greater part of the members are poor and
miserable. (a) of which (b) that (c) whose (d) which
13. The appeals court, _______, has agreed that the company did not violate antitrust laws. (a) it decided to
review the case (b) which it decided to review the case (c) decided to review the case (d) which decided to
review the case
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14. Thank you for ______ to the Sports Illustrated magazine. (a) describing (b) subscribing (c) prescribing (d)
inscribing
15. To tell you the truth, never before ______ seen so many candidates competing for so few vacancies our
company has to offer. (a) we have (b) we had (c) have we (d) had we
16. ______ you have any problems with the machine, consult Mr. Hiatt, who is one of the most experienced
mechanics in the factory. (a) Had (b) Would (c) Should (d) Were
17. The website looks very professional but it is a little difficult to _____ between the pages. (a) navigate (b)
eradicate (c) explicate (d) persecute
18. Our real ______ is that if we register for official status, we will be a legal company, but we will have to
pay way more money. (a) dividend (b) enigma (c) dilemma (d) reference
19. Ms. Huang in Personnel can be relied upon to provide ______ on how to conduct interviews with job
applicants. (a) an excellent advice (b) some excellent advice (c) an excellent advise (d) some excellent
advise
20. A new system ______ the latest data-analysis methods has been implemented recently. (a) into which
incorporated (b) that incorporates (c) incorporation of (d) is incorporating
II. Cloze Test: 20%
Four answer choices are provided for each of the questions below. Select the best answer to complete
the text. Then mark the letter (a), (b), (c), or (d) on your answer sheet.
(21)

that ordinary people had less native ability than those selected for high position, that would not
mean that they deserved to get less. Being a member of the “lucky sperm club” (22) no moral right to
advantage. What one is born with, or without, is not of one’s own doing…
Resources should go to education not solely or necessarily mainly according to their return as estimated in
productive trained abilities, but also according to their worth in enriching the personal and social life of
citizens, including here the less favored…
(23) evaluate people, not only according to their intelligence and their education, their occupation and
their power, but according to their kindliness and their courage, their imagination and sensitivity, their
sympathy and generosity, there could be no classes. Who would be able to say that the scientist was superior
to the porter with admirable qualities as a father, the civil servant with unusual skill at gaining prizes superior
to the lorry-driver with unusual skill at growing roses?
But authority cannot be humbled unless ordinary people, however much they have been rejected by the
educational system, (24) the confidence to assert themselves against the mighty. If they think
themselves (25) , if they think they deserve on merit to have less worldly goods and less worldly power
than a select minority, they can be damaged in their own self-esteem, and generally demoralized.
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21. (a) Even if demonstrating (b) Even if it could be demonstrated (c) Even demonstrating (d) Even it could be
demonstrated
22. (a) confers (b) concurs (c) redeems (d) rebukes
23. (a) Were we to (b) Are we to (c) We (d) If we have to
24. (a) have (b) with (c) who have (d) having
25. (a) immaculate (b) inferior (c) impeccable (d) invincible
Desmond Doss grew up in Lynchburg, Virginia, and was a Seventh Day Adventist,

(26)

meant he was a
pacifist – he didn’t believe in violence and chose not to bear arms. His beliefs and his job as a defense industry
worker provided him draft exemption during the war, but he dismissed that chance to defer. Doss wanted to
serve his country, so he enlisted in the Army Medical Corps as a noncombatant.
But (27) his conscientious objector status – including his refusal to handle duties on the Saturday
Sabbath – boot camp wasn’t easy for him. He was threatened and harassed. Many of the other recruits threw
shoes at him while he prayed, and they tried to have him (28) out of their unit. They weren’t successful,
though, and Doss proved them all wrong during his service with the 307th Infantry, 77th Infantry Division.
In late April 1945, 26-year-old Doss and his battalion were called upon to help fight near Urasoe Mura,
Okinawa, in a campaign that would be one of the last and biggest in the Pacific. Using cargo nets, Doss’
battalion was tasked with climbing a treacherous, 400-foot-high jagged cliff, nicknamed Hacksaw Ridge, to
get to a plateau. Waiting for them were thousands of (29) Japanese soldiers entrenched in hidden caves
and holes.
About a week into the fight, Doss was the only medic available to advance with the rest of the men, who
were close to taking the ridge from the enemy. It was his Sabbath, but Doss joined his men anyway, just as the
Japanese concentrated massive artillery and other heavy fire on them. The assault left many dead and injured
soldiers in its wake. The remaining Americans were driven back down the escarpment, except for Doss. He
was the only one to remain with the wounded.
Over the span of several hours, Doss treated the injured and, one by one, dragged them to the edge of the
cliff, where he lowered them to safety in a rope sling. After each successful delivery, he reportedly said, “Dear
God, let me get just one more man.” By nightfall, he had rescued 75 soldiers, (30) him earlier in his
military career.
26. (a) it (b) that (c) which (d) what
27. (a) because (b) as (c) because of (d) being
28. (a) transfer (b) to transfer (c) transferred (d) to be transferred
29. (a) heavy arming (b) heavy armed (c) heavily arming (d) heavily armed
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30. (a) included many of the men who were berated (b) included many of the men who had berated (c)
including many of the men who were berated (d) including many of the men who had berated

III. Writing: 40%
Read the news report below and then write an essay of at least 250 words to discuss how tests impact high
school students’ learning in Taiwan. You can use examples/your personal experience to support your ideas.

＜注意：考生不可於文中書寫個人姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號＞
School tests harm science education
Making schoolchildren take tests is harming students’ interest in science, as well as having a negative
impact on kids’ natural curiosity. This is the conclusion of a British university report into science teaching and
testing in primary schools. Researchers from Durham University warned that too many schools were teaching
science just so students could pass tests. There is a lot of pressure for students to get to better schools. The
experts said there was very little real science teaching going on that encouraged students to find out things for
themselves. Learning by doing, experimenting and seeing should be at the heart of all physics, chemistry and
biology lessons. The Durham University team found the opposite; that there was little hands-on, practical
work taking place in Britain’s schools.
Lead researcher Professor Peter Tymms said it was important to develop new approaches to primary school
science. He compared today’s teaching with that of the past sixty years and found that testing was harming
children’s natural desire to ask questions about science: “We suspect that the current national approach to
science in primary schools is not impacting on children’s scientific thought and curiosity as much as is possible,”
he said. Professor Tymms made it clear what schools and science teachers need to focus on, saying: “The
purpose of science in primary schools should be to foster a sense of curiosity and positive attitudes in the young
child. It should also guide the child in solving problems to do with the physical, natural and human worlds.”

